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MICROCOSM AND MACROCOSM IN WARAND
PEACE: THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF POETICS
AND METAPHYSICS
Andrew D. Kaufman, Stanford University

Introduction
Leo Tolstoy was fascinated throughout his lifetime with the problem of
how human beings search for a unifying order in a chaotic world. Two
distinct, though not mutually exclusive, traditions of scholarship have
grown up around this aspect of Tolstoy's art and thought. One tradition is
represented by those scholars who have written about the philosophical
and psychological problem of the self in Tolstoy's art. This tradition has its
roots in the nineteenth-century writings of Nicholas Chernyshevsky. In an
1856 article about Tolstoy's early stories Chernyshevsky coined the phrase
"dialektika dushi" ("dialectic of the soul") to refer to Tolstoy's representation of the inner world of his characters. He also used the phrase
"vnutrennyi monolog" ("interior monologue") to describe the artistic technique Tolstoy used to depict that inner world.1 This aspect of Tolstoy's
representation of the self subsequently became the focus of much Soviet
scholarship on the author.2
The second main tradition of scholarship that has been concerned with
the searching self in Tolstoy goes back to an 1862 essay by Apollon
Grigor'ev. In Rannie proizvedeniia gr. L. N. Tolstogo ("The Early Works of
Count L. N. Tolstoy") Grigor'ev argues that Tolstoy was an inherently
nihilistic writer in search of a positive ideal that could rescue him from his
own nihilism.3 Grigor'ev thus introduced a paradigm for thinking about
Tolstoy that would become a cornerstone of much future criticism: the
paradigm of Tolstoy as a divided man. For Grigor'ev Tolstoy was an unflinching realist who exposed the false idols of others while longing at the
same time for a positive ideal that could withstand the challenge of his own
analytical powers.4
If there is one work, over which representatives of both of these main lines
of Tolstoy scholarship have spilled perhaps their most copious amount of
ink, it would have to be Warand Peace. In his famous essay, The Hedgehog
and the Fox: An Essay on Tolstoy's View of History, Isaiah Berlin extends the
Grigor'ev paradigm of Tolstoy as a divided man. He argues that Tolstoy's
SEEJ, Vol. 43, No. 3 (1999): p. 495-p. 510
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intellectualapproachto history,as developed in the theoreticalessays scatteredthroughoutthe novel, are at odds withthe writer'sartistictreatmentof
historyin the rest of the work. As a rationalthinker,Berlin argues,Tolstoy
was a determinist.He believedthatlife is ultimatelycircumscribedby objective laws. But, as an artist, Tolstoy shows that within this philosophically
determined universe there also exists the possibility for creative selfexpressionandsome degree of moralfreedomon the partof the individual.5
An example of how influentialBerlin'sessay remainsto the present day
can be found in the work of the contemporaryscholarGary Saul Morson.
In his recent monograph, Hidden in Plain View: Narrative and Creative
Potentials in 'War and Peace', Morson echoes Berlin's argument. As an

artist, Morson argues, Tolstoy was a "fox" and did not believe in any
overarchingtheory of life or in any unifying rational order to history.
Morson takes Berlin even further.He argues that Tolstoy'sopposition to
the possibilityof any unifyingstructurein the worldis not merelypresentin
Warand Peace. It is, in fact, the major thesis of the novel itself.6
However, as I will argue, close attentionto the aestheticorganizationof
Warand Peace will reveal that there is a deep unifying principle in the
work. That principlelies in the complex interlinkageof ideas and images,
and in the ultimate union of individualand historicalexperience that this
interlinkageintends to communicate.Tolstoy communicateshis vision of
the "whole"by means of a novelistictechniquewhichcreatesa sense of the
unity of many contradictoryaspectsof the world.
Among the contemporaryscholarswhomI've read, only SergeiBocharov
and George Clay have approachedWarand Peace from this angle. Rather
than imposingtheir own theories upon Tolstoy'snovel, Bocharovand Clay
show how a unifyingmeaningof Warand Peaceemergesfrom the complex
poetics of the work itself. Like these scholars,I will approachthe novel by
focussingon whatTolstoyonce called"thatendlesslabyrinthof cohesions,in
whichconsiststhe essence of art."7And I will take theirinsightsin a slightly
new direction.I will show that Tolstoy'screationof a unifyingorder in the
work is not merely a fact of the writer'saesthetics. It is also centralto his
metaphysics,andto the metaphysicsof his characters,as well. In my reading
of the novel the fictional subject and the authorial subject engage in a
continualand simultaneouseffort to create order out of chaos, and higher
forms of meaningout of the prosaicfacts of reality.
Prince Andrew at Schoen Grabern

Let's now examinehow this strivingtakes place in the concrete aesthetic
languageof the text itself. I will begin my analysisby focusingfirst on the
scene in PartTwo of the novel in whichPrinceAndrew Bolkonskysurveys
the battlefieldon the nightbefore the battle of Schoen Grabern.This scene
is an importantone, both for whatit tells us aboutPrinceAndrew'spsychol-
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ogy and for the way in which it encapsulates some of the novel's larger
philosophical concerns. The chapter opens with this paragraph:
Havingriddenroundthe whole line from rightflankto left, PrinceAndrewmade his way up
to the batteryfromwhichthe staff officerhad told him the whole fieldcouldbe seen. Here he
dismounted,and stoppedbeside the farthestof the four unlimberedcannons.Before the guns
an artillerysentrywas pacingup anddown;he stood at attentionwhenthe officerarrived,but
at a sign resumedhis measured,monotonouspacing.Behindthe guns were theirlimbersand
still fartherbackpicketropesand artillerymen'sbonfires.To the left, not farfromthe farthest
cannon, was a small, newly constructedwattle shed from whichcame the sound of officer's
voices in eager conversation.(9, 215; 188)8

What Andrew wants to do in this scene is to understand the whole picture
of the upcoming battle by means of a panoramic view of the battle sight
taken from a single perspective. By showing the reader details of camp
life-the pacing of the sentry, the bonfires of the artillery men, and the
wattle shed from which come the officer's voices - Tolstoy creates a sense
of the interaction of diverse human experiences which no single human
perspective could fully embrace. Only the narrator can see the totality of
the situation.
Andrew's attempt to locate a vantage point from which he may see the
"whole" thus exists in tension with the fact that there is a larger whole of
which he is himself unconsciously part. So, too, the novel presents a vision
of nineteenth-century Russian life in which each human being, who struggles for modest meaning in his or her everyday life, is also an unconscious
participant in a major moment in Russian history.
In the next paragraph the narrator subsumes Andrew's act of surveying
the field as an "event" into his own "story" of the night before the Battle of
Schoen Grabern:
It was true that a view over nearly the whole Russianposition and the greaterpart of the
enemy's opened out from this battery.Just facing it, on the crest of the opposite hill, the
villageof Schoen Graberncould be seen, and in three places to the left and rightthe French
troops amid the smoke of their campfires,the greaterpart of whom were evidentlyin the
villageitself andbehindthe hill. To the left fromthat village, amidthe smoke, was something
resemblinga battery,but it was impossibleto see it clearlywiththe nakedeye. Ourrightflank
was posted on a rathersteep inclinewhichdominatedthe Frenchposition. Ourinfantrywere
stationedthere, and at the farthestpoint the dragoons.In the center, whereTushin'sbattery
stood, and from whichPrinceAndrew was surveyingthe position, was the easiest and most
directdescent and ascent to the brook separatingus from Schoen Grabern.On the left our
troopswere close to a copse, in whichsmoked the bonfiresof our infantrywho were felling
wood. The Frenchline was widerthanours, and it was plainthatthey couldeasilyoutflankus
on both sides. Behind our positionwas a steep and deep dip, makingit difficultyfor artillery
and cavalryto retire. Prince Andrew took out his notebook and, leaning on the cannon,
sketcheda plan of the position. (9, 215-16; 188)

The narrator does not merely relay facts in an objective, impersonal manner, but he actually becomes a conscious, humanized raconteur. For in-
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stance, he uses the colloquial expression khoroshenko in the phrase nel'zia
bylo rassmotret' khoroshen'ko ("it was impossible to see it clearly"). And
he makes frequent reference to "our" flank, infantry, and position. And yet
at the same time that the narrator comes down to earth and momentarily
becomes one of "us," he also rises above "us" and reveals things that "we,"
in our limited awareness, fail to perceive. The narrator tells us, for instance, that the position Andrew occupies "was the easiest and most direct
descent and ascent to the brook separating us from Schoen Grabern." This
becomes an important detail several lines later when we see Andrew drawing up plans for the upcoming battle. Andrew's position affords him a naive
enthusiasm about the prospects of success in the battle that the more wideseeing narrator does not have. The reader understands the irony here:
Andrew will not be able to prepare a fully adequate plan because he fails to
see all of the details that such a plan would need to include.
The fact of Andrew's limited perspective is underscored in another detail
several lines later in the same scene: "All the time he had been beside the
gun, he had heard the voices of the officers distinctly, but as often happens
[kak eto chasto byvaet] had not understood a word of what they were
saying" (9, 216-17; 189). In the previous paragraph the narrator showed us
the larger physical context of which Prince Andrew was not fully aware.
Now we are told that Prince Andrew's failure to understand the officers'
voices is one instance of a larger pattern of human nature, to which once
again only the narrator is privy. It seems that Andrew's failure to pay full
attention to his surroundings is both a unique event, occurring in a specific
time and place, and also an expression of a universal human shortcoming:
the tendency of human beings "as often happens" to overlook the details of
their immediate surroundings. This sentence thus completes a line of artistic and philosophical development. In the first paragraph Prince Andrew's
act of surveying the field of battle was a mere fact, seemingly insignificant
in and of itself. In the second paragraph, however, that act becomes a
"fact" in the narrator's self-consciously told "story." And finally, in the
third paragaph it is linked to a "fact" of human nature. The reader's perception of Andrew's actions thus continually expands outward towards an
ever-increasing level of universality.
Paradoxically, this process is mirrored by an opposite movement in
Andrew's own perception of his surroundings. "Suddenly, however, he
was struck by a voice coming from the shed, and its tone was so sincere
that he could not but listen" (9, 217; 189). Significantly, Tolstoy does not
describe Andrew here as an actively perceiving subject. He describes the
hero more like an object than a subject of his surroundings. Andrew has
been "struck" by the sound of the voices (zvuk. .. porazil ego), and
when he does begin to listen to the sound, he does so "involuntarily"
(nevol'no), as though under the influence of some higher force. The
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rhymedpair of words vdrug-zvukserves to underscorethe suddennessof
the sound by suggestingthroughthe verbal associationof the vowel u that
"suddenly"(vdrug) and "sound" (zvuk) possess some sort of inherent
interlinkage.This verbalrhymeserves anotherfunction, as well. It creates
the impression of a unity of experience, of the organic wholeness and
completenessof the moment itself.
At the very moment, then, that Andrew'sperceptionbegins to focus on
the minute details of his surroundings,the text creates the impressionof a
largerunifyingorder with which those details are organicallylinked. The
reader's vision, which is becoming wider and directed towards universal
experience, coexists with Andrew's perception, which is now becoming
narrowerand more focussed on specific details. It is as though Tolstoy
intendsfor the readerto recognizethat minutedetailsand universalexperience are so organicallylinked in this text that an increasein our perception
of one necessarilyoccurssimultaneouslywith an increasein our awareness
of the other.
WhatAndrewseeks in thismomentof the novel is an embodimentof what
he seeks at the philosophicallevel throughoutthe work: a sense of mastery
over his environment,a sense that he is a creativesubject and not merely a
created object of his world. It is this psychologicalneed mentallyto "conquer"the worldthatmotivatesAndrew'saspirationthroughoutthe novel to
become, like Napoleon, a literal conqueror.This side of Prince Andrew's
characteris most evident in the novel in those momentswhen he is philosophizingwith Pierreor alone to himself.9But the artisticrichnessof Warand
Peace lies, in part, in the author'scapacityto see in even a most unphilosophical and seemingly unprivileged moment, such as the one we are analyz-

ing, a manifestationof this deeper philosophicaland psychologicalcore of
Andrew'scharacter.
Andrew'simaginativenarrativeof the upcomingbattle may thus be read
as an act of authorshipin the deepest sense of the word: authorshipas an
act of sense-making,of creatingmeaningout of chaos; authorshipas an act
of self-mastery.Indeed, there is a similaritybetween Andrew'ssurveyingof
the field of battle and Tolstoy'sown "surveying"of the massive landscape
of human life in this novel. It seems that the instinctfor masteryover his
world that we find in Andrew has been implantedin him by a creatorwho
himselfpossesses an instinctto harnessand give form, artisticform, to the
staggeringvastnessof humanlife.
From Microcosm to Macrocosm

If we distance ourselves for a moment from the passage we have been
consideringand view it and its denouement (the battle that begins in the
next chapter)in relationto the rest of Book Two, then we discoverthat in
this small section of the work Tolstoy tells a human story that is told
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elsewherein Book Two and throughoutthe novel. It is the story of how an
individualexperiencesthe painfuldissolutionof his idealisticvision of the
world. Andrew will learn that battles do not happenin realityas they do in
the imagination.He will lose the illusion that the elegant constructsof his
intellect may be reproducedin the context of lived experience.
Prince Andrew is not the only characterfor whom the confrontationof
the real and the ideal is a centralproblemin the novel. Nicholas Rostov is
anothersuch character.In movingour attentionfrom Andrew to Nicholas,
we are not so muchchangingthe directionof our analysisas we are shifting
our lens from one to anothermanifestationof the same essentialstory line.
For all the differencesbetween them, Rostov and Bolkonskyare united by
a human commonality.Both charactersare idealists who have joined the
war effort in searchof highermeaningin their lives. And both of them will
go through a painful process of disillusionmentas a result of their first
majormilitaryexperience.
Tolstoy artisticallycreates a sense of this commonalityin the way he
structures,for instance, the plot of Book Two. Early in the book Tolstoy
describeshow Andrewbecomes impatientwith two soldierswho joke after
the news of a lost campaign."What'sthe matter?"exclaimedPrince Andrew standingstill in his excitement. "Don't you understandthat either we
are officersservingour Tsarand our country,rejoicingin the successesand
grievingat the misfortunesof our commoncause, or we are merelylackeys
who care nothing for their master's business" (9, 155; 133). The joking
soldiers are able to separate the news of the military defeat from their
personallives. For Andrew that defeat becomes a personaldefeat, a challenge to his personal sense of meaning and honor. Andrew's patriotism
here stems fromhis need for a sense of clarityandpurposein his world. For
him it is a world in which laughingsoldiers, like the vagaries of history,
continuallychallengethe nobleman'sidealisticaspirations.
Laterin the same book the young Rostov learns,like Andrew,that those
around him do not always admire or share his noble intentions. For instance, after Rostov publiclyexposes a certainTelyanin,an elderly soldier
who has stolen Denisov's money, he is chided by the staff captain for
confrontingTelyaninin front of other officers. Rostov responds:"I'm not
to blame that the conversation began in the presence of other officers.
PerhapsI ought not to have spoken before them, but I am not a diplomatist. That'swhy I joined the hussars,thinkingthat here one would not need
finesse"(9, 164; 141). Rostov is, by his own admission,not a diplomat.He
believes in an absolute code of honor and considersit his responsibilityto
upholdit. The scene revealshowever that there are many competingcodes
of honorin the militaryworldand that Rostov's is merelyone amongthem.
Both Bolkonsky and Rostov, then, share a pride, an intensity of spirit,
and often a single-mindednessin their worldviews.And both confrontthe
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imperfect realities of a world in which history does not happen as they
would wish, and in which the definitionof the good is not absolute. The
uniqueexperiencesof these two very differentcharactersunfoldseparately
and without direct relation to one another in Book Two. The two characters are not even awareof each other's existence at this point in the novel.
And yet even as theirstories are told separatelyin this book, they also echo
one another,like two parallelsubjectsof a single musicalfugue.
Tolstoy powerfully reinforces the unity of their two storylines in the
double ending of Book Two. The authorjuxtaposes the disenchantedAndrewto the woundedRostov. Andrew'sstoryends with these lines: "Prince
Andrew gave him [Tushin]a look, but said nothingand went away.He felt
sad and depressed. It was all so strange, so unlike what he had hoped" (9,
243; 212). Then with his characteristicallycinematicintuition,Tolstoyshifts
the lens immediatelyto Rostov, who lies wounded and reflectsin agony on
his pain: "Nobodywantsme!"he exclaimsseveralparagraphslater. "There
is no one to help me or pity me. Yet I was once at home, strong,happy,and
loved" (9, 244; 213).
Both of these momentsoccursimultaneously,althoughin distinctplaces.
And both of them poignantlyexpressthe disintegrationof each character's
earlierideals and each one's feeling of isolation in the world. By juxtaposing these parallel situations, Tolstoy artisticallycreates for the reader a
sense of a common human experience that connects the confusion and
isolation that each characterfeels individually.While it appears to each
characterthat he suffersalone, the readerrecognizesthat their sufferingis
part of some largerorder of thingsto whichonly their creator,and we, the
readers,are privy.
From the point of view of the charactersthemselves this is perhaps
shallowconsolation.It surelydoes not lessen their emotionalpain. But the
early Tolstoy was too honest a writer to offer artificialsolutions to the
challenge of life. Instead, in Warand Peace he gives us another sort of
"answer"to that challenge:the aestheticresponse. He transformsthe tragedy of life into an art-formthat combinesthe rhythmicprincipleof poetry
with an unflinchingattention to the particulardetails of lived experience,
characteristicof realist prose. The rhythmicprinciplein the novel is not
merely verbal, as one critic has recently argued.10(It is verbal, in part, as
we saw with vdrug-zvuk.)But the rhythmicprincipleis also thematic.That
is, there are situations and experiences that play off of one another in a
mannersimilarto the way that parallel sounds and rhythmsinteractwith
one anotherin poetry.n
R. F Christianhas spoken of what he calls "situationrhymes"in Tolstoy's novel.12For Christianthese "situationrhymes" are a fact of Tolstoy's aesthetics. What I am arguinghere is that this artistictechnique is
organicallylinked to the author'smetaphysics,as well. By means of inter-
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nal resonanceswithinthe text itself, Tolstoyartisticallylinks the truth of a
single moment in an individual'slife to the larger truth of our shared
human experience. Tolstoy creates an artistic world that reveals the imperfections of each individual'slived experience and which is permeated
at the same time by the reconciling harmonies of a poem or a musical
performance.
Pierre Bezukhov: The Tolstoyan Searcher Par Excellence

Like Prince Andrew and Nicholas Rostov, Pierre Bezukhov searches
passionatelyfor meaning in his world. But there is in Pierre a richness, a
depth, and a mythicallargenessthat few of the other charactersin the work
possess. One critic has aptly called Pierre the novel's "centralimage"and
the "main hero."13Pierre is one of the only male characterswho was
present both in Tolstoy'searliest conceptionof the work and who also survived its numerousrevisions. Pierre'sexperiencesbecame for Tolstoy the
embodimentof the "greatera" that capturedthe writer'simagination.14
Throughout most of the novel the interrelationshipbetween Pierre's
personal dramaand that of the Russian nation remainsmetaphorical.But
sometimes these two story-lines directly intersect one another, as in the
case of Pierre'switnessingof the Battle of Borodino in Book Ten. In that
scene Pierre is both the surveyorand the surveyed.He is both a free actor
in a private dramaof his own devising and also a participantin the larger
historicaland humandramadepicted by the novel as a whole. As he looks
out over the battlefield and attempts to understandwhat is happening,
Pierre does not realize that both his friend, PrinceAndrew, and his future
brother-in-law,NicholasRostov, experienceparallelmomentsin the novel:
Prince Andrew, as he surveys the battlefieldof Schoen Grabernin Book
Two, and Nicholas, as he attemptsto make sense of the meetingof Alexander and Napoleon at Tilsit at the end of Book Five. Nor does Pierrerealize
that he is present at the pivotal battle in Russia's war against Napoleon.
Pierre's presence at that event has an air of grandeurand solemnity, of
which only his creator,and the reader,is cognizant.
Throughoutthe novel the path of the individual,like that of the nation,
is long and painfuland full of errorand failure along the way. In Tolstoy's
artisticimaginationthe experienceof failureand that of triumphrepresent
two essential elements of an organicallyunified path of human development. Just as Tolstoy cannot "write about our triumph in the struggle
againstBonaparte'sFrance without having describedour failuresand our
shame"(13, 54; 1364), so the authorcannot speak of the wisdom attained
by Pierreat the novel's end withouttelling us about the manymistakesand
illusionshe experiences along the way. Tolstoy'sdesire to understandhistorical truth leads him ever further into the national past. So, too, the
author'swish to depict the truth of Pierre leads him ever deeper into the
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cesspool of the character's youthful failures and shame. The author's vision
is constantly widening and deepening. It unites in its broad purview an ever
expanding totality of human and historical experience.
This process of artistic composition and philosophical discovery in Tolstoy mirrors, interestingly, the process by which Pierre himself comes to
understand the world. Like Tolstoy, Pierre is continually expanding his
conception of truth throughout the novel, without ever fully abandoning
his belief that such a truth exists. The novel and the hero thus follow
common paths of evolution in Tolstoy's mind. They are inseparably linked
facets of a single creative organism. Pierre thus becomes the repository for,
indeed the human embodiment of, one of the novel's overarching philosophical concerns: the problem of man's search for a higher unifying order.
Pierre is obsessed with the problem of the good. This is a trait he shares
more with his literary descendent, Levin of Anna Karenina, than with
either of the other two main male protagonists in War and Peace. Like
Levin, Pierre seeks answers to life's vexing questions that may be applied
both to himself and also to the world at large. For Pierre the good life is
one that is lived both for the sake of moral self-perfection and for the
perfection of his fellow man.15
At the beginning of the novel Pierre is an admirer of Napoleon and a
defender of revolutionary principles. He will then become an advocate of
the principles of Freemasonry; a social reformer on his estate; the knight
who saves Natasha from her illicit elopement with Anatole Kuragin; the
savior of a girl caught in the Moscow fire; and finally, the savior of Russia,
who, he believes, must end Napoleon's rule. When seen together, these
events offer the reader a sense of that quality of character that makes
Pierre special in the novel. His uniqueness lies not so much in what he
does, but in the high moral seriousness with which he approaches everything he undertakes. Failure after failure, disillusionment after disillusionment, Pierre keeps coming back, challenging life, demanding of it an answer to the accursed question, Zachem? ("What for?"). Pierre remains
convinced that there is a truth to life, and that it is his responsibility to
discover it and live in accordance with it. But Pierre hopes to find that truth
in a single idea or theory, in a particular experience or moment of revelation. In each new truth that Pierre discovers along the path he attempts to
discern the Truth of life. Tolstoy shows us, however, that the truth Pierre
seeks lies elsewhere: not in an experience or an idea, but in the totality of
experiences and in the totality of ideas, which he adopts, discards, and then
resurrects again throughout the course of his searching.
What is true of Pierre's larger personal trajectory in the novel is also true
of the broader ideological interaction between Pierre and Prince Andrew in
the work. In the same way that Tolstoy represents each new stage in
Pierre's development as part of an on-going and organically unified pro-
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cess, so Tolstoy will also represent each one of Pierre's intellectualpositions in the novel as a microcosmof a largerTolstoyantruthabout human
life. The authorshows us this, for example, in Pierre'sdebates with Prince
Andrew at Bogucharovaand Bald Hills in Book Five. Pierre attemptsto
convincehis friendof the existence of a unifyingorder in the world. Prince
Andrew responds with the pithy line: "Yes, that is Herder's theory" (10,
117: 421). Prince Andrew's observationreveals that Pierre's ideas come
from a specificintellectualtraditionand could thereforebe opposed by any
other line of reasoning.16
But is the readermeant to disregardwhat Pierrehas said? Not at all. To
do this would be simplyto replace one limited truth, Pierre'smetaphysical
idealism, with another, Prince Andrew's rationalskepticism.Instead, we
are meant to recognizea highertruthaltogetherin this passage, a truththat
lies neither in Pierre'snor Andrew's intellectualposition. It lies ratherin
the permanentand irresolvabledialogue between these,two positions, between these two distinct approachesto the "facts"of the world. Whereas
Pierre fantasizesabout the possibilityof a reign of goodness and truth on
earth, Andrew acknowledgesonly those facts that he himselfcan rationally
perceive. What convinces Andrew is the reality of suffering that he has
personallywitnessedby this point in the novel. He now sees the world for
what it is. He sees the world too much for what it is, in fact. This is what
leads him to his currentstate of inaction and despair. In his debates with
Pierre Prince Andrew exposes the logical fallacies of his friend's arguments, while never attemptingto pursue a coherent position of his own.
And yet, even in his role as the devil's advocate, Prince Andrew does
present, unwittingly,a position. He argues that in a world devoid of any
higherpurposethe pursuitof self-interestis as good a justificationfor one's
life as any other.
Tolstoythus shows us that PrinceAndrewis psychologicallymore similar
to than different from Pierre. Like Pierre, he is incapableof living a life
that cannotbe justifiedby some highergood. He feels compelledto explain
and defend the form of existencehe has chosen for himself. Beneath Prince
Andrew'sself-proclaimednihilism,then, lies the same desirefor philosophical order that he has alwayspossessed. Before Prince Andrew believed in
the values of political power and military greatness. Now he advocates
radical individualism.In effect, he believes in nothing but himself, on
principle.

Tolstoycreates a sense of the ultimateunity between the world views of
the two charactersin the ferry raft scene at Bald Hills. He subsumestheir
perspectivesinto a unifyingvision of life, in which ideologicalconflictand
contradictionbecome permanentelements in a larger Tolstoyantruth of
humanexperience. But even in that unity,we find a slight dissonance.The
author does finally choose between the ideologies of his two debating
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characters. He does place his accent on one vision of the world over the
other. Of the two ideological positions Pierre's is revealed to be the more
right, the more true. Not because he argues it more persuasively than
Prince Andrew argues his position-it is full of logical fallacies, in factbut because it is the only intellectual position that is in sync with the force
of nature itself:
Therewas perfectstillness.Pierrebecamesilent. The rafthad long since stoppedandonly the
waves of the currentbeat softly againstit below. PrinceAndrew felt as if the sound of the
waves kept up a refrainto Pierre'swords, whispering:'It is true, believe it.' (10, 117; 422)

The whispering emanating from the waves is, of course, a projection of
Prince Andrew's imagination. But this does not diminish its significance.
The fact that Prince Andrew, disillusioned with life at this point in the novel,
should hear such whispering at all reveals the power of the message contained in Pierre's words. His words illuminate something that Prince
Andrew and the reader have felt to be true all along: that underlying the
chaos of everyday experience there is a higher truth to life.
Prince Andrew will be the one to destroy the moment of epiphany. He
suddenly interjects into the silence: "Yes, if only it were so! However, it is
time to get on" (10, 118; 422). The impulse to undermine an experience of
inner peace is always present in Prince Andrew. In this he is not so different
from Pierre, who himself seldom experiences a sublime moment of epiphany in the novel without immediately attempting to interpret it or transform it into an intellectual abstraction. But there is an important difference
between the way in which the two characters exhibit this common tendency
in the novel. Prince Andrew cannot hold onto the immediacy of the moment, because he instinctively rejects it as illusory, as false. Pierre cannot
hold onto it because he often wants to create out of a sublime moment a
grand theory about life in general.
In this respect, too, Pierre's, and not Prince Andrew's, perception of the
world comes closer to that of the Tolstoyan narrator. Whereas Prince Andrew often overlooks individual moments altogether, Pierre tends to transform those moments into microcosms of a larger philosophical order.
Pierre does this because the chaos of reality is too much for him to bear.
Tolstoy does it because he sees in that very chaos a potential richness that
can be embraced and celebrated on its own terms.
Pierre wants to stop the flux of life. Only then can he find his unifying
idea. Tolstoy shows the world to us in all of its organic fluidity and teeming
particularity. Therein lies his unifying idea. Tolstoy shows us men and
women not as he wishes them to be, but as they, in fact, are: stupid,
shrewd, corrupt, moral, irredeemable, rich with potential. For Pierre human potential manifests itself in man's ability to realize an ideal of moral
and social goodness on earth, as he himself attempts to do throughout the
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novel. For Tolstoyhumanpotentialityis reflectedin somethingless grandiose than this. It is manifestedin the basic and real humanityof the characters themselves. It is expressed in that simple and sunnyjoi de vivre with
whichmen and women go about theirdailybusinessof livingand struggling
in the world.
Tolstoy's unifying truth of life does not lie in any single moment of
epiphany or abstract ideal. It lies everywhere, in the voices of soldiers
conversingin a wattle shed on the night before battle, in the groans of a
wounded and disillusionedyoung soldier, in the infectious stillness of nature. And it lies within, as well: in that realmof humanexperiencein which
the heart and the head, feeling and intellect, exist in a state of continual
battle with one another.
Conclusion: Tolstoy's "Realism"

In Warand Peace Tolstoy creates the illusion of order, not by ignoring
reality, but by refractingreality throughthe transformativelens of artistic
perception.Tolstoy'svision of life in the novel combinesan idealizedsense
of life's unity with an acute awarenessof the discord that underlies that
unity. The part and the whole, the real and the ideal, do not exist in
permanentopposition in Tolstoy'snovel. They enter finallyinto a symbiotic relationship.Prince Andrew and Pierre Bezukhov strive for an ideal
vision of life by attemptingto transcendthe real. Tolstoycreatesa vision of
life in which the real itself, when perceivedthroughthe artisticeye, begins
to acquire transcendentmeaning. Tolstoy subsumes the raw materialsof
everydayhumanrealityinto an artisticexperience,in whicheven the smallest detail begins to take on largersignificancewhen seen in the context of
the whole poetic fabricof whichit is part.17
What Tolstoyoffers us in the novel is not a vision of pure metaphysical
order or of some absolute Truth of life. Nor does the author completely
deny the possibilityof such a unifying truth. Rather, Tolstoy emphasizes
the way in which his characterscontinuallystrive for a vision of the ideal
amidstthe real. And Tolstoyhimself enacts this very process of strivingin
his aestheticorganizationof the work.
George Steiner once quoted Sartreas saying that the "techniqueof the
novel alwaysrefers us back to the metaphysicsof the novelist."18If Sartre
andSteinerareright,then we maysaythatthe "realist"techniquein Warand
Peacepoints us to Tolstoy'sown metaphysicsof what I would like to call a
highlypersonalizedimpersonality.Thatis, the novel expressesa visionof life
in which each humanaction and situationis both full of individualizednuance, and thereforedeeply meaningfulin itself, and is also partof universal
humanexperienceand the supra-personalforces of history.
Perhaps Tolstoy's ability to create a fictional world in the novel that
seems so similarto the one we inhabitin realitystems from our recognition
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in Tolstoy's metaphysics of a truth about the nature of our own lives: that
this life is both lived by us and happens in spite of us, that it consists both in
the minute details of everyday experience, of which we seem to be the
masters, and in vast, impersonal forces over which we have no control. The
passages from the novel that I have analyzed illustrate how Tolstoy artistically creates a sense of the ultimate unity between these two planes. We
have seen this both in Tolstoy's use of details and in the richly nuanced,
omniscient narrative perspective he employs to relate those details. Both
Isaiah Berlin and Gary Saul Morson have overlooked this unity in the
artistic portion of the work. Sergei Bocharov and George Clay have detected it, but even they, I think, have not gone far enough. The unifying
narrative perspective of the novel reveals not only Tolstoy's impressive
artistic mastery of the world, as these scholars have shown.
That perspective also illuminates a uniquely Tolstoyan version of philosophical self-mastery. Tolstoy's artistic voice combines the part and the
whole, the personal and the impersonal, in a way that Tolstoy, wavering in
his own lifetime between an intense individualism and a radical selfrenunciation, could never achieve. Tolstoy has internalized these opposing
poles of human experience in Warand Peace. He seems temporarily to have
transformed those oppositions into a vision of human completeness and
metaphysical order.
NOTES
The author wishes to thank ProfessorsLazar Fleishman,Joseph Frank, GregoryFreidin,
GabriellaSafran,and StephenBaehr, as well as the anonymousreadersfromSEEJ, for their
valuablecommentson previousdraftsof this article.
1 See N. G. Chernyshevsky,"Detsvtoi otrochestvo.Voennyerasskazy."
2 On the functions of interior monologues in Warand Peace and Anna Karenina,see
Bezrukova.On Tolstoy'srepresentationsof characters'interiormonologuesin the various styles of theirspeech, see Vinogradov.On the roots of Tolstoy'smethodsof psychologicalanalysisin Lermontov'sprose, see Kovalev.
3

Sobranie sochinenii, vol. 12, 1-64.

4 Importanttwentieth-centuryvariantsof this paradigmhave been developedby Eikhenbaum, Berlin, Wasiolek,Gustafson,Morson,and Orwin.See also Clayand Sankovitch.
5 I thinkthat IsaiahBerlinwas rightwhen he recognizedthat Tolstoy'svision of the world
in Warand Peaceboth tends towardsa unifyingphilosophicalorder and recognizesthe
value of individualhumanexperienceat the same time. But, as I will argue,by associating the hedgehogwith the thinkerand the fox with the artistin Tolstoy,Berlindrawsthe
distinctiontoo sharply.He fails to considerthe wayin whichthese two impulsesboth exist
withinthe artisticportionof Warand Peaceand are ultimatelyconjoinedthere.
6 WhereasBerlin separatesTolstoythe thinkerfromTolstoythe artist,Morsonputs these
two sides of the writer'spersonalityback together.But he does so, it seems to me, in an
unsatisfactoryway.Morsonpersuasivelyshows thatTolstoycherishedordinarymoments
in humanlife. But I thinkhe goes too farwhenhe linksthisand otheraspectsof Tolstoy's
novel to a broaderTolstoyanthesisabout the superiorityof prosaicexperience,meaning
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preciselythe ordinary,the unnoticed,even perhapsbyt. Morsonhas underestimatedthe
significanceof an essentialdimensionof Warand Peace:the fact that the novel transforms
a mountainof "ordinary"facts about the charactersinto an extraordinaryvision of
humanlife as somethinginexhaustibleand yet organicallyunified.In both content and
formWarand PeaceexpressesTolstoy'sown lifelongaspirationto self-transcendence,his
desire artisticallyto create out of the ordinaryand imperfectaspects of the world an
ideal vision of life.
extraordinary,
Quoted in Lomunov,vol. 2, 517.
The first two numbersrefer to the volume and page numberin L. N. Tolstoi, Polnoe
sobraniesochinenii,90 vols (Moscow,1928-1958).The thirdnumberrefersto the Maude
translationin Leo Tolstoy,Warand Peace,George Gibian,ed.
We might recall, for instance, Andrew'sprivatemeditationin Book Three before the
Battle of Austerlitz.Andrew expresseshis desire to leave his markon the world. The
existentialangstunderlyingAndrew'swordsis unmistakablehere:
'I don'tknowwhatwillhappenanddon'twantto know,andcan't,butif I wantthiswantglory,wantto be knownto men, wantto be lovedby them,it is not myfaultthat
I wantit and wantnothingbut thatandlive only for that. Yes, for thatalone! I shall
nevertell anyone,but, oh God! whatam I to do if I love nothingbutfameandmen's
esteem?Death, wounds,the lossof family- I fearnothing.And preciousanddearas
manypersonsareto me - father,sister,wife- thosedearestto me - yet dreadfuland
unnaturalas it seems, I wouldgive themall at once for a momentof glory,of triumph
over men, of love frommen I don'tknowandnevershallknow,for the love of these
men here [the militaryleadership].'(9, 324; 283-4).
On the verbalpoetryin in the novel, see Sloane.
Thereis evidencefromTolstoy'sown writingsthat he viewedprose and poetryas closely
related forms of artisticexpression.In 1851 the authornotes in his diary:"Wherethe
borderis between prose and poetryI will never understand;althoughthere is a question
aboutthissubjectin the studyof verbalarts.But it's impossibleto understandthe answer.
Poetryis verse. Proseis not verse. Or:poetryis everythingexcludingbusinesspapersand
text books."Quoted in Lomunov,vol. 1, 71.
Christian131 ff.
Saburov176, 181.
Fromhis earliestworkon the novel Tolstoyconceivedof Pierreas a memberof the first
generationof Russianrevolutionaryintelligentsia,the Decembristsof 1825.Pierrewould
bridge the experienceof 1825 with the earlier years of Napoleon'sinvasionof Russia,
1805through1812,whichcomprisethe focus of the novel:
In 1856I startedwritinga tale witha certaindirection,the heroof whichwas to be a
Decembristreturningwith his familyto Russia. [The hero's name was to be Pytor
Labazovand his wife Natalie, clearly the future Pierre and Natashaof the final
version.] Withoutintendingto do so, I moved from the present time to the year
1825, a periodof errorand unhappinessfor my hero, and I abandonedwhat I had
begun. But even in the year 1825my hero was alreadya grown-upfamilyman. In
orderto understandhim, I had to move once againbackto his youth, andhis youth
coincidedwith the periodof 1812,so gloriousfor Russia.I abandonedfor a second
time whatI had startedand beganto writeaboutthe year 1812.But for a thirdtime
I abandonedwhatI had started,not becauseit was necessaryfor me to describethe
earliest days of my hero's youth but, on the contrary,because among the halfhistorical,half-social,half-inventedgreatcharactersof the greatera, the personality of my hero wasbeingpushedinto the background,andthe foregroundwasbeing
occupied,with an equal interestfor me, by old and youngpeople and by men and
womenof that time. (13, 54; 1364)
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15 In thisrespectPierremaybe linked,spirituallyat least, to the traditionof the nineteenthcentury Russian intelligentsia,who, accordingto Philip Pomper, "are distinguishable
from both intellectualworkersand pure intellectuals,from the formerby their concern
with ultimatequestions,and from the latter by their active commitmentto humanselffulfillment"(Pomper1).
16 GarySaulMorsonhas givena nameto the rhetoricaltechniqueused by PrinceAndrewto
revealthe contingencyof Pierre'sideas. Morsoncallsthis techniquethe "ironyof origins"
(Morson239).
17 RichardGustafsonhas argued that artisticdetails in Tolstoy always point us to some
higherplane of reality.Gustafsonhas coined the term "emblematicrealism"to describe
this aspectof Tolstoy'spoetics (204). For Gustafsonthe higherrealityin Tolstoy'sfiction
"canalwaysbe reducedto the Christianidea of love" (4). In my readingof Warand Peace
the unifyingtruthof life is less theologicalandmorefluidthanthis. My emphasisis on the
ceaselessact, ratherthanon the accomplishedfact, of man'ssearchfor a higherorderin
the world.
18 Steiner6.
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